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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Discovering the valley through the "Troi di Ladins"

15 itineraries detailed on the guide "Troi di Ladins" (in
the bookshops of the valley: cost 14,95 euro). Besides
the description of the trails, there are also maps and
information about villages and places, geology, historical
facts, minerals, and much more.

From Penia to Forno di Moena, a long circular
itinerary connects every corner of Val di Fassa. It
is called "Troi di Ladins" (the path of Ladin
people) and was inaugurated last summer: it
combines new and old peculiarities revealing
curiosities on the valley. The "troi" is composed
by fifteen stages (nine on the right side of Avisio
river and six on the left one) leading to the
ancient paths - partially restored where
necessary - used throughout the centuries by
local people to carry the hay from high altitude to
the valley bottom. Walking along these tracks,
you can discover the territory and its flora,
fauna, geology, farming, traditions, culture and
the local Ladin language. To catch all its beauty
you should explore it slowly, even better if you
go along with a guide.

"Alma de Tango"
Pozza di Fassa
9.00 pm – Padiglione Manifestazioni. The Latin soul
is the protagonist of the evening thanks to
"Ensemble Victoria". The Band boast a wide
repertoire of songs, including also the most famous
pieces of Astor Piazzolla. Presentation of the village
during the breaks.

Mountanis: plenty of history
Soraga
9.00 pm – Padiglione Manifestazioni. The most
important event of the Val di Fassa’s history are
illustrated by the pics of Domenico Volcan.

Music Night with "I pazedins"
Campitello di Fassa

Amazing walks

Passepartout

9.00 pm – Piaz de Ciampedel. The folks note of the
"I pazedins" duet from Val di Fassa resonate in the
village, for a typical summer after-dinner.

From Costalunga to Paschè

Let’s score strike

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

The route starts from Passo Costalunga (1,745
m). You come here easily driving from Vigo for
ten minutes. Once you get here, walk towards
the Lake of Carezza, until the Hotel Alpenrose, in
the proximity of which there is the lower station
of Paolina chairlift, which goes to Refuge
Paolina at 2,125 m. Got here, you can continue
the excursion on path no.539, and then path
no.549: it will bring you in half an hour to Roda
di Vael Refuge through a beautiful panoramic
trail (2,238 m). From here, descend on path
no.548, along the valley called Paschè, where
lots of pretty marmots live. Go ahead in a mule
track to Costalunga Pass (1,15 h). Form the
pass it takes about half an hour to get to the
chairlift again, following the dirt patch parallel to
the street (2,30 hrs.).

Bowling is ideal for a cheerful evening with
friends, or even to turns a boring afternoon into
an occasion of pure fun with the family. There is
nothing better than winning with your team:
actually young and old people all around the
world like this sport. The rules are simple: the
target is to knock over pins, which are usually
ten, bowled with a wooden ball with three finger
holes – for thumb, middle finger and annular.
The ball is thrown on a flat wooden or synthetic
surface. Footwear is fundamental, because its
sole of leather allows the bowler to slide on the
lane. You can play bowling at the Hotel Tyrol in
Canazei (phone: +39 0462 601156) and at the
Hotel Alpe in Alba (phone: +39 0462 601357),
that provides you the whole equipment,
including shoes.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
The small Church of San Volfango in Moena is among the oldest of Val di Fassa. Consecrated in
1432, it was painted several times on its all facades. According to experts, the most important fresco
of the entire cycle is that of San Martino and the poor, near Nicola da Tolentino (it dates back to the
2nd or 3rd decade of the 15th century). The work is in courtly style, given evidence by the clothing
of the saint cavalier. Not only the author of that painting is unknown, but also the others that depicted
the numerous scenes inside the Church.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

02/07/2013 (9.00 am)
Climbing course for young people (714 years old): rope, carabiner, and
vertical gym.
Canazei

03/06/2013 (8.30 am)
Around the mountain dairies: the farm
at high altitude of Junela (hike against
payment).
Pozza di Fassa
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